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Abstract. We present ar;ew form of linear programming that minimizes the real sum of zero-one 
variables under constraints that a.re linear in the field of binary numbers and thus nonlinear in 
the field of real numbers. This problem is motivated by coding theory whtxe binary sequences 
are transmitted over noisy communication links. The decoding process which corrects some ot 
the errcxs caused by noise requires the solution of the stated problem. Simulation results a.e 
also presented ind they show that the algorithms converge to the correct .solution. 
5 1. Introduction 
We present a boolean algebra form of linear programming. Although 
the results are msrtivated by a specific problem of coding and &coding 
of information that is transmitted over a noisy communication hnk, we 
hope that the theorems and the algorithms can be generalized and 
applied to a wider class of problems, particularly to those problems 
where the variables are restricted to a finite number of values. This 
approach is fundamentally different from integer programming and 
other zero-one variable programs. 
First we motivate and GA, the basic coding theory problem and cast 
it in a familiar linear prograrmring problem formulation with the (sxcep- 
lion that the constraint qua!ions apply in the field of binary numbers 
with modulo-2 addition Next, VIZ develop various theorems which in 
some cases follow directly froGI? theorems cf linear programming. This 
leads to the development of -2 1~1 algorithm which is guaranteed to con- 
‘verge but requires much ~m-~~~u tation. A randomized version of the 
first algorithm is then discusLl., c l(f and simulation results are presented. 
The largest problem simsllateJ was a problem with 400 variables 2nd 
300 constraints in the fc:!rrn c,f boolean equations. 
* lfhis work was upport,cd by tlic Natl,)n;tl Science Foundation under Grant CK-23982 
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5 2. The coding pr&lem 
i 
In transmitting \nformation through a noisy medium, one would like 
to be able to correct errors caused by the transmission medium. Hn 
1948, Shannon [3] dcrnonstr;:~ted hat it is possible to make the trror 
probability as small as desired by proper coding of the information 
before transmission and by proper decoding of the noisy received 
CG~ ad symbols. Two of the most important problems in applying 
Sh; nnon’s theory- TV practical communication systems have been’: 
( 1). Find a way to generate codes with good properties. 
(2). Find a practical way to dccc-de long codes. 
Eartker McCluskey [ 11 applied linear programming to the first problem 
of finding good error correcting codes. En this paper we attempt the 
second problem b!/ examining a new boolean linear programming 
decoding technique for long linear codes. 
A general decor’ irig algorithm for binary group codes transmitted 
over binary symm&ic channels is presented. By starting with a parity 
check matrix of a code, the algorithm can also be used to find the 
minimum distance between codewords. Like sequential decoding, this 
deccding algorithm has a variable amount of computation for each 
block, depending on the error pattern. The algorithm, which is basically 
a’ “‘g.radient” se,jrch procedure that will :alwnys converge to the mrcxi- 
mum-likelihood error vector in a finite number of steps, is based on 
mathematical programming techniques, particularly linear programming 
C4 . 
Consider an (n, li) ’ binary group code used over ‘2 binary symmetric 
channel 2. A codeword c is therefore an n-dimensional binary column 
vector containing k Xormation bits. When a codeword is transmitted, 
the binary symmetric channel is used n times. Tll,s the channel is repre- 
sented as a vector chlannel that adds (mod 2) an n-dimensional biczry 
error vector e. The components of e are independent random va:~s%bles 
that take on the value 1 with probability 13 and 0 wlrh probability I-p 
’ This is a block code containing k. information bits and r = n-k check bits. 
2 This is a noisy comrr,unication link that will1 with probability p < -$-convert a transmitted 
1 sipal to a wr1-q 0 signal at tbl: receiver. Wrth Ihe same probability it will change a 0 signal to 
;I 1 signal. 
where 11 is tkie error probabiLLy of the binary sym,metric hannel. Given 
a group code, w can find a check matrix H, an (I:!-+ X tz binary matrix, 
such that c is a codewcbrd if and only if Hc = 0. 
Suppose a codeword of an (n, k) binary group code is transmitted 
. 
over a binary symmetric char.nel. At the receiver we can compute from 
the received !‘ector c + e the syndrome [ 21 vector s that satisfies 
(1) S= H(C+e)=~~ 
where t: is an n-dimensional ccAumn vector consisting of the error corn-- 
Ponentf; @$‘+ and all coeffi,:ients are binary with addition and multi- 
plication in @(2) (Galois Field of two elements). Given the Syntdrorne 
S, and the CO&S check matrix H, the optimum &co&r finds ;1 minimlanl- 
wei&t error \Mor e, that satisfies ( 1). We presenl: an iterative aigorithni 
that fin& a mik~lum-weight vector e by Searching for “negative 
gradients” at each stage. 
We first no+t: that our minimization problem resembles a linear 
programming problem. The weight of the error vestor, for example, Cain 
be written as Id.)(e) =C n i=l Pi (real addition), which is a linear functional 
of e when e is i&en to be a real vector. The prinziyal difference is that 
the constraint equation, s = He, involves addition in GF(2) rather than 
in the real field as in linear programming prrjblems., Certainly, we would 
like to a.pply linear programming, if at all possible. for it is one of the 
most powerful optimization techniques developed and has found con- 
siderablr: application in many fields. One of its essential merits is an 
empiric4 property, drawn from experience acquired in the solution of 
thousands of practical prob1m-w The number of iterations necessary to 
solve a. real problem is of the same order as the number of constraints. 
We cannot apply linear programming to cur problem dirc;ctly, 
primarily because the constraint vector equ;ition s = He involves addi- 
tion in (.;F(z). Fortunately, it happens that the most important proPer% 
of the constraint equation is linearity and that many of’ the prow-ties 
of linear programming can be used to solve the dewding problem. Using 
li;lear programming theorems as our guide, we now develop some 
theorems applictible to the decoding problem. 
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In gGnerall, we Tan assume that the column vectors of H, ihi}r=i, con- 
tain Y linearly independent vectors. Let the matrix B be any square 
matrix formed by r linearIy4ndependent column vectors of H, and let 
@ be the r-dimensional vector whose components are those compo- 
nents OZ e associated with the columns of I?. B is called the basic matrix 
associated with Hr. The other components of C, 8, form the comple- 
ment of eB in e and correspond to the columns hot in B, denoted by 
the Y X .k matrix R. We choose the index sets 
Iv = (1, 2, . ..) 12) ) 
I =: (il, i,, . . . . irj , 
J =A-P, 
where H is the $et of column vector indices for B. We then have 
s-7. He = BeB + ReR 
or 
B-Is z eB +&-;ReR . 
Defining 
Y z B-‘R = {Y,- 1 i E J) z f,yij 1 i E I, 1 E J} 
and 
eB = R-5 ) 
the above constraint equation takes the form 
.- eB r eB + 23 e.v- 
j~J I- J ’ 
and in terms of components 
gi = ei + C e-y . . 
,$,J J If ’ 
iEI. 
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Definition. The liasic soZutbn associated with a basic matrix B is the 
solution of 
s=He 
given by 
eB “B-ls=p , 
eR = 0 . 
We now define two real functions: the inner product 0.1’ two binary 
vectors and the weight of a binary vector. 
Definition. Given two p-dimensional vectors 
Define the her product (q, v2‘$, as 
Define tire rueigk ++’ a binary vector v, as 
w(u) = (I’. rJb 4 
Throughout this paper, whenever quati.ons involve inner products or 
weights of vector, real add,%. ‘i’;on and multiplication are assumed. Other- 
wise, operations are in the bmary field. 
The problem before us is, given FB and Y, to find vectors e’, eli so as 
to satisfy (2) and so as to nlinimize the SULXI of the weights of cB ;ind c’. 
First note that: 
Proof. BJ; relabeling we can assume that the minimum-weight binary! . 
vector hw 1 ‘s in the first d places (c;k being the minimu nl weight) and O’s 
in the renlaining places. Hence, 
d 
s=lre=~;hi. 
‘= 
Case 1 r Sqpose b 1, h,, . . . . hd are linearly independent. Then d 5 r. and 
we can choose 
6r = sh,, h2, . . . . h,, hd+j, . . . . h,] , 
where: Jzd+l, hd+2, . . . . h, are independent of each other <and of (hi}$l. 
Then tf is a basic matrix, at~d we have 
eB 
t’ = 11 IeR ’ 
where 
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and 
Cuse 2. Suppose h, , h,: .*., hd are linearly dependent. Then 
f; Xihi = 0 ,’ 
i=l 
where at least one of {;ii}$t is nonzero, say Al = 1 y Then 
d 
z fej+lj)?lj=~ (1 +hj)hj 
i=l i=l 
= s. 
Therefore, vector 8’ with components . . 
ei z 1 + hi , i == 1 , 2, . . . , d , 
ei = 0 9 i = d f 1, . . . . n 
satisfies  = He’ and has weight less than d, since ei = 0. By contradiction, 
h, 9 h2, . ..T h, must be linearly independent. 
Although the previous theorem has reduced the class of solutions to 
those that are basic, the number of possible basic solutions is (“,), which 
increases roughly exponentially with rz when the ratio r/n is constant. 
The next theorems will establish an iterative algorithm for finding a 
minimum-weight solutiorl. . 
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and B’ is a basic matrix. 
The next theorem is fundamental in that it establishes the weight 
c,:hange of basic solutio.zl when a new basic matrix is formed from an 
old one by interchanging columns. 
‘T’hesrem 3. Given a basic matrix B,. if a new basic matrix B’ is formed 
jkm B by interchanging the nonbasic column vector h,(p E J) for the 
basic coknn vector h&l E I) where yl,, = 1, then the new basic solWon 
has weight 
B wGB) Y h, = 0 (3 w(FB’, = 
\ w(FB ) + w(y,> + I - 2(FB, y,) ) q=1. 
Proof. Any error pattern satisfies (2) and the basic solution correspond- 
iqg to B’ satisfies 
If 4$ = 0, then eb = 0, and no change in the basic solution accurs; tha? is, 
.B aid B’ have the same basic solution. If F! = 1, then el) = 1, and so 
8 3. &sic theorems 
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or 
eB - - etB + y, 
e rB =eB+y,. 
Hence, 
w(ZBj = l w(e’B) + 1 = w(P + y,) + 1 
=W(eB)+ IY(Yj~)+ 1 -2(eB,y,). 
Clearly, from t1 is theorem a necessary condition for a basic solution 
to be a minimum-weight solution is to have 
W(Yj) + 1 - 2(ZB,Yj) yz 0 foralljEJ. 
We now generalize this condition to get a sufficient condition for a 
minimum-weight solution. 
Theorem 4. Given a basic matrix R, a slecessnry aid sufficient condition 
that the basic solution associated with ?3 is a mini,YMum-weight solution 
to s = He is that 
2(ZB, YeT) 5 w(eT) + w(YeT) 
for every k-dimensional vector eT . , 
Proof. The basic solution associutzd with B has weight that is simply 
w(&. Any other solution e to s - -- He has components 8 and 8 that 
satisfy (2). The weight af e (any solution to s = He) is then 
=w(&+W(PC Y&L 
But 
Algori thn” 
st9p 1. Pick a basic matrix% ’ 
S&p 2. Multiply (1) by B .- t to get x 
Step 3. 
Skp 4. i 
Step 5. 
Sz:t index 9, = 1. 
Compute GB(eR) for every eR such that w(eR) = L. 
If GB(eR) 2 0 for ever11 @ in step 4, set L to L + 1, and go to . 
step 8. If there is an e” in step 4 such that G’(8) < 0, pick any 
et that f;ive:; the smallest value of CR@!) 
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SO 
w(e) = w(P) + w(8) + w(Y& - 2(ZB, YeR) . 
CertainPy, a necessary and sufficient condition for the basic solution 
associated with B to have minimum weight is 
w(Zff) <, w(e) 
for all e that satisfy (2). This is equivrilent to 
2(ZB, Ye’) < W(eT) + w(Y@;‘) 
for all k-dimensional vectors e’ . 
Theorem 4 suggests use of the expression 
(5) C B(eR ) = w(eR ) -I- wg’ YeR ) _- 2(ZB, Ye” ) 
as a gradient measure for each vector e ‘. The basic algorith,m which we 
outline in the next section, searches for smaller-weight basic solutions, 
using th.e gradient measure of (5) to choose the next basis at each itera- 
tioii. 
$4. TN3 basic filgorithm . 
We now describe the algorit!nm which, given the syndronle s and the 
check ,matrix II, converges to a minimum weight vector e satisfying ( 1). 
/ 
tj 5. A randomized algorithm and sirmlation results 
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step 6. change ta a new basis that includes the columns ol’ M associated 
with the nonzero components of et and e: := ?P + Ye:. 
Step 7. Go to step 2. 
Step 8.If.L C w(ZB) and L < k, go to step 4. 
If L > w(eB) or L 2 k, form e rulin, and add it to the received 
vector to compute the maximum likelihood codeword. 
Step 9. Stop. 
Step 1 is simple and can be done independently of the syndrome. 
Step 2 is a series of row additions with a maximum of r2 additions of 
(II + l)-dimensional rows, including the syndrome components. Step 4 
k requires (L) steps involving one inner product cf k-dimensional vectors, 
L addition of column vectors, and two weighings of k-dimensional vec- 
tors. This step requires the greatest amount of computation. Here L can 
range from 1 to a maximum of u(8). The greatest amount of computa- 
tion is in step 4 where (t> is the largest number of calculations. This 
computation might be reduced by proceeding to step 6 as soon as any 
8 gives GB(&< 0. 
5 5. A randomized zilgorithm and simulation results 
Although the basic algorithm presented in g3 converges in a finite 
number of steps, the number of computations in step 4 is roughly <i), 
where L can range from 1 to w(s). For large values of k, this amourIt of 
csmpuQation is prohibitive. We now present a randomized algorithm 
that searches fat- negative gradients by randomly interchanging columns 
to form new basic matrices. 
Given a basic matrix B, instead of considering radients asslnciated 
with any k-dimensional vector eR, merely compute 
6) fl(yi)=w(y-)+ 1 - 2(ZB,yi) 2’ foreveryjEJ. 
Thaf is, compute only gradients associated with nonbasic columns. 
If there exists some j E J, $(yj> < 0, then pick c E nCn,G!fl(Jjj and 
I such that ,ylP = 1 and :j = f . Then exchange I+ and tz, to form a new 
basic matrix that will have 8 basic solution of smaller weight. If 
p(yj) 2: (3 for every j E J, then randomly pick my p E J and I E 1 SLICK 
that yl, = 1 and Z$ = 0. Exchange hl and 12, to form a basis that, accord- 
ing to Theorem 3, has the same basic solution. &peat the above proce- 
dure fol: this new basis. 
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This randomized algorithm based on Theorem 3 is essentially the same 
as the basic algorithm outlined in $4, wi:h the principal difference 
being in step 5 where, instead .> if increasing the index L to greater than 
cne, we randomly shift to a new basis with a single-column pair inter 
change. Certainly this algorithm can be improved by ensuring that cycl- 
ing around a sequence of basic matrices does not occur. P\estriciAig the 
way of randomly interchanging columns may guarantee convergence or 
speed up the search procedure. 
With this randomized algorithm two important probletns arise. T&l: 
firlc c is our inability to show that this algorithm is guaranteed to con- 
verge to the minimum-weight error vector. In our computer simulations, 
however, all runs - over 350 -- have converged to the error vector we 
used to compute the initial syndrome or to a smaller-weight error vector. 
Hence, on the basis of over 350 runs that were arbitrarily chosen, it 
appears that this algorithm does converge to the minimum-weight error 
vector. The secor_\., important problem is to find an adequate stopping 
rule. Certainly, if a code is known to have a minimum distance d, a 
good rule is to stop when the error vector becomes less srhan $ d since 
then the error vector is uniquely determined. But if the minimum-weight 
error vector is grt :rter than id, this algorithm could converge to the 
cc>rrect maximur. i -likeliho&! error vector and never reach the stopping 
rule Therefore, we also nee:d to limit the nualber of changes of basis. 
It’ we employ the :stopping ,&s of limiting the maximum number of 
basis changes to Nmax and stopping when the errcr vector has weight 
less than 2 Id: then for large NmaX we have error correction for errors up 
to weight 3i d and error detection beyond this point. 
We simulated ti?e randornized ecoding algorithm on a CDC 3200 
general purpose computer. I3eginnin.g with a check matrix H, we first 
chose an error vet tar e and computed a syndrome by s = He, From the 
syndrome s and the check matrix H, the decodilic algorithm computed 
a minimum-weight error vector emin. For cod;s whose minimum dis- 
tance we did now know, we chose as a stopping rul’t the wcipht of the 
errllr pattern used to generate 5. In all cases we fould that elnin was 
either indentical tr, the error vector used to general eA or had a smaller 
weight than this original error vector. 
We began with BCH codes [ 21 with known mini num distance and 
obtained the :esuI i: of table 1, where w(e) is the weight of the error 
vector used to generate the syndrome, and C is the average nun-&r of 
basis changes titerationsj required to converge to the correct error vector. 
(5 5. A ramhmized algorithm and simulation results 
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Table I 
BCH codes 
-II__ 
BCH (63,18) corrects all errors less than weight 11 
- 
w(e) c no. of runs 
-- - 
IO 45 35 
9 38 12 
738 17 24 
596 10 17 
I_---- - 
BCH (129,271 corrects aU errors less than weight 22 
Me) c no. of Itins 
- -- ~--__ 
17 , . . . . 21 244 13 
12 , . . , 16 101 7 
----_-_ - __I__--_-- - 
Table 2 
Random codes 
I--_____ ---P---P- __-_ 
<‘ode w(e) c no. of runs 
- 
KAN (63,18) 10 14 20 
RAN (129,27) 17 , . . . . 21 1Sj 13 
12 , . . . . 16 52 7 
RAN (500,SO) 75 415 ; 
60 210 10 
_ ___----- 
For comparison, we then generate (63, 18) and (129,2’7) codes 
pseudo-randb:bmly by using pseudo-randomly generaM bits to fill out 
the check m~dxices ( ee table 2). For RAN (63, 18) with error vectors 
of weight 10, in twenty runs the average number of Iterations was 34, 
while the B/,71-J (63, 18) cede required an average of 45 iterations for 
the decoding algorithm to converge. Similarly, for the pseudo-randomly 
generated (!. 2.9, L 37) code denoted RAN (129,271 in table 2, the decod- 
ing algoritlxm, took on the average, fewer iterationr; to csnverge. 
Apparently the structure tsf the BCH codes made the decoding for our 
randomized algordhm more difficult. Surprisingly, a pseudo-randomly 
generated (500,50) co& took an average of only 2 10 iterations for 
error vectors of weight 60. 
1’1 the ncxt.serfes of runs we generated a whole zquence t-f pseudo- 
ranboldy generated check ma.irices for rate = i codes. This was done r 
296 
xl- 
!.? - 
.6 - 
.5- 
rg- 
101 
Fig. I. Average number of iterations. 
3 140 I60 220 260 : 
n 
Fig. 2.. Average time fca each ii.eration on CDC 3200. 
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for block lengths ranging from 60 to 300. These rate = 5 codes were 
then used in our decoding algorithm with ten error vectors each of 
weight w(e) = rDgOS fl. Fig. 1 ashows the results of these simulations. The 
data points indicated represent he average number of basis changes of 
ten runs with error patterns of weight 0.05 I-Z. For example, for n = 300, 
a pseudo-randomly generated (3Oi),lO@ code: was used to find the . 
minimum-wight error pattern giving a syndrome s,, which in turn was 
computed by using an error pattern of weight 15. Ten such runs took 
an average of 243 iterations for the randomized ecoding algorithm to 
converge. * 
Fig. 2 shows the average amount of time required for each iteration 
(basis change) on our CDC 3200 computer. Tlhe time for each iteration 
appears to grow linearly with block length, b&ng ni:arly 0.9 second for 
yt == 300. 
The largest code attempted in the simulations was a (400, % 00) 
pseudo-randomly generated code with error vectors of weight 40. All 
the runs attempted converged xo e:rror vectors1 that either checked with 
the error patterns used to generate the initial syndrome or had smaller 
weight than these initial error vectors. The minimum distances for these 
pseudo-randomly generated codes were not evaluated 
56. Discussion 
This is the first attempt at applying the techniques of linear program- 
ming to a probkm where the variables atisfy finite field equations and 
in particular boslean field equations. Recently there has been consider- 
able effort in handking zero-one variables and more general integer 
variables. The approach presented here, however, is fundamentally 
differe-rt in that the basic algebraic fields are boolesn rather than real. 
It is hcped that the results presented here can be generalized to larger 
finite fields and that the class of problems that these techniques can 
solve will increase. The coding problem stated here is of fundamental 
importance and the initial results of our simulations are encouraging. 
Much work, hclwevcr, needs to be done in better understanding such 
algoritht ls. 
ru 
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